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- *Benny Ramírez and the Nearly Departed*. By José Pablo Iriarte. Read by Gary Tiedemann. 2024. 6hr. Listening Library (9780593795729).

- *Dancing in the Storm*. By Specht, Amie Darnell; Hitchcock, Shannon. Read by Cassandra Morris. 2024. 3hr 47. Listening Library (9780593824795).


- *Lola and the Troll*. By Schultz, Connie. Read by Emily Eiden. 2024. 11 minutes. Listening Library (9780593823361).

- *Max in the House of Spies*. By Gidwitz, Adam. Read by Euan Morton. 2024. 8hr. Listening Library (9780593793817)

- *The Misfits #1: A Royal Conundrum*. By Yee, Lisa. Read by Cindy Kay. 2024. 6hr. Listening Library (9780593868249).

- *The Perfect Place*. By de la Peña, Matt. Read by Dion Graham. 2024. 9 minutes. Listening Library. (9780593864616).

- *The Wrong Way Home*. By Kate O’Shaughnessy. Read by Caitlin Kinnunen. 2024. 9hr. Listening Library. (9780593795385).